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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN FUND ACT
OF 1906
(Title III of Public Law 89-809)
Background
In the past, political campaigns fur the Presidenicy (and the Vice Presidency) have been financed
generally through voluntary contributions by individuals and corporations. In some instances devices
have been perfected to disguifhe these voluntary contributions as trade or business expenses in order to

obtain a tax deduction for the amounts involved. Eiwh time une of these devices has been detected
Congress has acted to prevent its continuation, and, conversely, each time Congress lias acted it has made
political campaign financing more difficult.
Against this background, it has become increasingly clear that new methods of financing political

campaigns must be found.

General Decription
The Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act of 1966 authorizes individual taxpayers to designate
on their annual tax returns that $1 of their income tax may be placed in a presidential election campaign
fund for the purpose of defraying expenses incurred by political parties in running candidates for President and Vice President. Under the act, only political parties whose candidates received at least 5 million votes in the preceding presidential election are eligible for payments from the fund.
The reimbursement rules are different under the act for major parties and minor parties, but they
have three common features. First, all parties are to be subject to a $5 million floor, for which no reimbursement is to be allowed. Second, payments to any political party are to be limited solely to reimbursement of presidential (and vice-presidential) campaign expenses actually incurred by the party in
connec t ion with a current election. Third, payments in every case are calculated on the basis of votes
cast in the prior presidential election.
A minor party (one whose can(haste for President polled more than 5 million but less than 15 mriMi
lion votes in the prior election) is to be eligible for reimbursements from the fund up to $1 for each
vote in excess of 5 million that its candidate received in the preceding presidential election.
A major party (one whose candidate polled 15 million votes or more in the preceding presidential
election) is to be eligible for reimbursement from the fund of up to $1 times the number of votes cast for
the presidential candidates of all the major parties in the preceding election, divided by the number of
major parties. As in the case of minor parties, the amount actually paid over to any major party is to
be reduced by $5 million.
On the basis of the 1964 presidential election, only two major parties would be entitled to reimbursements with respect to their 1968 campaigns. Approximately 70 million votes were cast for their candidates in 1964, and after a reduction of $5 million for each major party, the maximum reimbursable
amount would be fixed at approximately $60 million. Each party would be eligible for reimbursement
of up to $30 million of expenses it actually incurs during the 1968 presidential campaign.
The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized to determine the campaign expenses of
the political parties and to determine the amounts which may be paid to them. An advisory board is
established to advise and assist the Comptroller General with his duties under this act.
Transfers to the Fund
Space will be provided on the income tax return forms to peinmit each individual taxpayer (other
than a nonresident alien or an estate or trust) to designate, if he so desires, that $1 of his tax is to
be paid into the Presidential Election Campaign Fund. The voluntary act of a taxpayer will thus deter.
mine the size of the fund; and, unless he chooses to have a portion of his tax used for financing political
campaigns, none of his tax will go into the fund.
Any taxpayer who shows an income tax liability of at least $1 on his return for the year may make
an assignment. On joint returns, both husband and wife may designate provided the tax liability shown
on the return is at least $2. The election is to be made at the time of filing the return or at such later
time as may be provided in regulations (such as at the time of making a claim for refund of an overpayment of tax).
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Under the act the amount to be available for reimbursing a political party for its presidential (and
vice-presidential) campaign expenditures will be determined by the number of votes east in the immediately preceding presidential election. The votes cast in the current election will determine the account
to be available for these purposes in the next presidential election. The rules for payments from the
fund differ for major parties and minor parties.
Miser Part#.-A political party whose candidate for President received more than 5 million votes in

sidential election but less than 15 million votes will be reimbursed from the fund an
the preceding
amount equal to the lesser of (a) its actual campaign expenses, or (b) $1 times the number of votes
in excess of 5 million that its candidate received in the preceding election.
Major Party.-A political party whose candidate for President received 15 million votes or more
in the preceding election is to be reimbursed on a different basis. An amount equal to $1 for each vote
received by all major parties in the last election reduced by $5 million for each such major party, is
to be divided equally between (or among) them. However, payments to any one party cannot exceed
the expenses it incurs in the current campaign.
Example.-The preceding rules can be illustrated by assuming that 80 million popular votes are

cast for candidates for President in the 1972 elections. These votes fix the amount in the fund to be
available during the 1976 presidential campaign.
The votes are divided in this manner: 40 million for the candidate of party A; 30 million for the
of party B; and 10 million for the candidate of party C. Under the law parties A and B are
candidate
"major parties,"
while party C is a "minor party.O In 1976, party C would be eligible to receive from
the Presidential Election Campaign Fund $5 million-Si per vote in excess of 5 million votes cast for its
candidate in 1972. In 1976, parties A and B would each be eligible to receive $30 million from the fund.
This is calculated by dividing (a) the total votes cast for major party candidates in tile 1972 presidential
election (70 million) by (b) the number of major parties (2) and then subtracting $5 million from the
amount for each of the major parties.
Adminitratwe.--The payments will be made at times to be determined by Treasury regulations, but

no payment for a given presidential election campaign can be made before September I of the year the
election is held. Nor will there be any reimbursement for expenses related to a presidential primary campalgn or to seeking nomination as a presidential candidate.
The Comptroller General is chared with the responsibility for certifying to the Secretary of the
Treasury the amounts payable to eligible political parties, and the Secretary will disburse these amounts.
In this certification the Comptroller General will take into account information supplied hint by the

treasurers of each political party regarding presidential campaign expenses incurred. Reimbursement
may not be made for any item related to a candidate for any office other than President or Vice President.
Nor will the expenses of a joint appearance with a candidate for another office be allowed if a principal
purpose of the joint appearance is to further the campaign of the other candidate. The Compntroller
General is also to certify the total vote received by each party in the preceding presidential election and
his decision in this respect is to be final.
If, at the tinte payments are made, there is an insufficient amount in the fund to reimburse the parties
for their allowable expenses, payments to all entitled parties will be reduced pro rata, and the additional
amounts will be paid out in later years as the fund is replenished by new assignments.
Conversely, if an amount remains in the fund after all authorized payments have been made with
respect to a presidential election, or if the fund exceeds the maximum amount which may be authorized
for payment, the excess amount is to be returned to the general fund of the Treasury.
Advisory Board
A Presidential Election Campaign Fund Advisory Board is established to advise and assist the
Comptroller General in connection with his duties under this act. The Board is to consist of two members
from each major political party, to be appointed by the Comptroller General upon recommendations
submitted by the parties, and three additional members selected by a majority of the Board's political
party members.
The first Board is to serve until 60 days after the 1968 presidential election. Subsequent Boards
will be appointed to serve for 4-year terms ending 60 days after each succeeding presidential election.
Board members will be compensated at the rate of $75 a day for the period they are actually engaged
in performing the duties and functions of the Board. They will also receive travel expenses and a per
diem in lieu of subsistence (at rates authorized for persons in intermittent Government service) when
engaged in work away from their homes or regular places of business.
hrfnetiv Date
The designation is to be permitted with respect to income tax liability for each taxable year beginning after December 81, 1966. For most taxpayers this means calendar year 1967. Accordingly income
tax returns which must be filed on or before April 15, 1968, will be the first to contain a space in which the
taxpayer may indicate whether he chooses to have $1 of his tax used for presidential campaign purposes.

STATEMENT ON THE CONFERENCE REPORT
November 10, 1966
RUSSELL B. LONG, Chairman
Let me turn now to the area of political campaign contriLution&..
First, let me mai*e it clear that this is an area on which the Senate Finance Committee has held
hearings. Aln earlier %,,rsion of the amendmnent adopJted by the committee was presented in these hearings for consideration liv tle coinmittee. This is -dw true of various other plaAs including the tax
deduction plan favored by the Senator from I)elaw.•re (Mr. Williams). I might also add that the problem of political campaign contributions has bx.en discussed on the Senate floor not merely in connection
with this bill, but also in connection with earlier legislation. At the time we last raised the debt limitation, the Senator froin )elaware IMr. Williams) sought to amend that bill with his provision providing
for political contribution deductions. The matter wab extensively considered by the Senate at that time
and rejected. However, this proposal was analyzed in hearings on political contributions held by the
committee as I promised at the time.
This is a matter which has been considered extensively, not only in the current year, but in pst
years as well. As the Senator from Tennessee (Mr. Gore) indicated, this is a problem which he had
under study sonic 10 years ago. The problem with these past studies, however, is that they were just
studies-no action was taken. I can well understand this, because the area of political campaign contributions is a multiple problem. It is a problem which, in part, is appropriately considered by one committee and, in part, by other committees. In the past it has been difficult to obtain action on this
problem because of the feeling that it was impossible to act on any one of these problems until action
had been completed on the others. This, in turn, prevented action by all of the committees. Senator
Clark made this aspect of the situation quite clear in his discussion of the Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act.
I should make it clear that I do not consider the Long Act as a full answer to all of th. problems
in connection with political campaign count ributions. First of all, this deals only with presidential campaigns. It may well Ixl that after we see how this provision works in the case of presidential campaigns
we may want to extend either this provision or some modified version of it, to cover congressional elections. I do not know the answer to this, and I think it would be unfortunate for us to reach an inflexible
position in this regard until after we have tried this provision for a period of time in the case of presidential campaigns.
Second, I want to make it clear that in my view this bill does not replace the need for additional
legislation regulating political contributions or requiring disclosure of the source of political campaign
contributions. Morueover, this does not deal with other imues which we may have to face with
to the division of television time or what organizations can properly make campaign expenditures. These
are all issues, however, as to which it will he easier to come up with specific answers after my amendment is a part of the law, because it will give assurance of adequate financing for the most important
,Of all politicad campaigns.
Nor do I contend that my provision itself even in the limited area in which it is intended to operate
is, in all respects, necessarily a perfect answer to the problem. I am sure that modifications will be
necessary a we gain experience under this provisionl. Nevertheless, I view the Long Act as major legislation which will give amui•u'ce that presidential candidates are not necessarily obligated to any financial interests as a result of the necessity to raise funds to finance their campaigns. There are sizable
groups of citizens in our country who suspect that these financial contributions have influenced governmental decisionss. We should remove this shadow and prevent the possibility of anything like this
in the future. To me this is the most important aspect of my amendment.
I realize that some say, "But you haven't prevented the other campaign contributions from being
mamde in addition to the funds provided by your bill." I have two answers to this: first, as I have already
indicated. thia is not the last time that I expect legislation to be passed with respect to political campaign
contributions. I will be prepared to support limitations to outlaw private contributions to presidential cam-

paigns when such legislation is before the Senate, and now that we have assurance of adequate financing for presidential campaigns, it will, for the first time from a practical point of view, really be possible

to consider limitations such as I have referred to.
Obtaining funds on a very small basis from a very wide group of our citizens is the best possible
way of being sure that no financial group can be said to have gained undue influence. Others have tried

to find a way of obtaining this broad participation through tax deductions or credits. However, the
effort which would be required to obtain these contributions in amounts as small as $1 from so many
people raises the collection costs under these other devices to such an extent as to make them impactical. Moreover, a tax deduction or even a tax credit tends to provide more of an incentive for those in the
higher income groups to make contributions than for taxpayers of more modest means. This is a kind
of selection that I think is undesirable in attempting to influence political contributions.

Sone have obje tted to my plan because it requires individuals to check a box on their tax return.
What are the alternatives that we most frequently hear? Thie suggestions most usually made are for
a tax deduction or Ltx credit. These involve n,.f merely a checkmark on the tax return but ýl2o the
recording of specific contributions made, and stMi leaves us with the auditing problem of determirining
whether, in fact, the contributions were made. The tax probknis in these alternative ,olutions are muc
more complex and ifficult than the simple chei kmark on the tax return which the amendment provides.
Moreover, a tax deduction or credit to be verified mu.it be checkedl with the party to whom the contribution was given. Who wantt the Internal revenue agents in examining his return to obtain information
on his political alliliation?
In the absetice V finding any other basis for objection to the Long Act, it is sometimes claimed that
this is undesirable because individuals under this system are, ill effect, designating how governmental
funds are to be spent. To me the interesting thing about this argument is that those who make this
charge fail to recognize that deduction or tax credit for political contributions just as effectively takes
money which would otherwise go into the Public Tre.asur" and diverts it to another purpose. The only
difference I can see in this regard is that the tax deduction or tax credit schemes divert tie money just
before it reaches the Treasury. Moreover, instead of diverting the money to the political campaigns,
these deductions or credits merely recompense the taxpayer for part of the contribution he has already
made. Moreover, frequently they repay the taxpayer needless) for contributions he would have malde
in any case. There is no such waste under the amendment in this bill.
I have explained the mechanics of the Long Act previously, so I see no need to repeat it here. However, there are a few points that I would like to emphasize:
First. This amendment treats equally all parties receiving 15 million votes or more. As a result,

this wili not favor the party in power.

Second. Provision is made for minority parties under this, bill. Aniy party receiving 5 million
votes or mor--a 5 million deduction is provided not only for minority parties but for major parties
as well-receives political campaign funds based upon its vote over 5 million, and if it reaches the 15
million vote level, it is treated equally with the major parties. This is an honest attempt to live proper
recognition to minority parties in this area of political contributions but not at the same time be unrealutic and t-eat fragment parties on the same basis as major parties. I believe that this represents
a fair solution to this problem, but I am certainly willing to consider modifications in the future should
the need to do so be established.
"idrd. This amendment is limited in several respects. Major parties cannot receive more than an
equal share of the funds based upon the vote in the last presidential election. Therefore, even if taxpayers should check their tax returns fre-ely in this regard, only limited funds would be available for
expenditure. The funds are available only for presidential campaigns. and the Comptroller General is
specifically authorized to examine the statements presented to him and to audit the books of the poltical
parties to be sure that the contributions are spent for presidential campaigns and not for congressional
or gubernatorial campaigns, and not for perisoal use, distinct from political purposes.
Fourth. It has been said that this provision runs contrary to the limitation in present law limiting
contributions to political committees to $3 million in an, year. Thosm who say this cannot have examined the loJl or present law very closely. Present law rcefr,. to contributionss to political committees. The bill actually has nothing; .o -odo
withi -.ntributio;s. The term "',oitribut," means to give or
supply in n....:.mon with others; to share in a joint elrort. Thi financing h'by
the (Government after the
paiuage of this bill is not a voluntary, joint effort to give funds. ltathr. it is ail appropriation of
funds. Rather, it is an appropriation of fund to which the parties have a right. Momeovar, it is not
part ef a joint effort. As a result, it is not a contribution and. therefore, does not come under the limitation of present law. MoreLover, it involves a payment to political "parties" not payments to political
"committees." As a result, it should be clear the present $3 million limitation does not apply.
Fifth. Some have objected to the fact that the contribution in this case is divided between, or
among, the major parties. S,,me have indicated that they would prefer making all of their contribu.
tion to one party or the other. 'This, of course, is not the way to assure good government. It may be a
way of electing one partly over another-by supplying it with a better financial base -but it does not assure good government. The way to assure go government is to be sure that sufficient campaign funds
are available to both, or all, major parties, so that their positions can be fully understood by the electorate. It is only a well-informed electorate that can assure the continuation of our representative form
of government.
Sixth. It has been suggested that there are no safeguards to prevent misuse of the funds made
available to the polJtical parties by this provision. Actually, present law provides about as strict a fraud
statute as can i.e imagined. Section 1001 of title 18 of the code specials:
Whoever, in any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United
States knowingly and willfully falsities, conceals or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device a
material fact, or makes any false, fictitious or fraudulent statements or representations, or
makes or uses any false writing or documents knowing the same to contain any false, fictitious or
fraudulent statement or entry shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than

five years, or both.

Certainly I would not object to other safeguardis being writtcr. into the law to prescribe even more
definitely how these funds nuti be utwd andii how thiy may not be used, but I do feel that those who say
there presently are no safeguards have overstated their cise.
Contrary to the general impression that some have tried to create, this is not a hastily concocted
sche me.
It, has long been suggested that o(vernmnnt should find some way to help finance the cost of these
camagn.
Ileuore Rooevelt suggested nearly 60 years ago that this should be done with public
funlds.la..a" tile SP.vial Comm itteLtTo Investigate Caimipaign Expviulitures of presidential, vice-presi.
dental, and weamtorial candidates in 19•6 sugpmted that private contributions to politial campaigns be
prohibited entirely and that instead all election CX~kiIM'es should be defrayed from public funds. In
19.'9, Jasper B. Shannion. pru.fesor of Iwlitical science at the University of Nebraska r,-ommended
a similar plan in his hxook "lloitey mnd Politics." Earlior this year Prof. John Kenneth Galbraith sggTsted, in connection with State offices, that the Government "provide every regularly nominated candilate with a public grant of suflicxent size to e,!able him to get his name, merit if any, and platform
before the people. These grant& would be available to candidates for statewide office, the general court
and for the senate and house of repre.-ntatives."
I introduced a bill on June 15 of this year to provide funds from the Treasury to help defray the
cost of presidential campiigns. In doing this I was larjel)y implementing a thought which had been
before the people for discussion for nearly 6 decades. This is a matter which I ha~e been studying for
over a year. and it is a matter which has ben thoroughly analyzed by the Senate Finance Committee.
The best minds of the staff of the Finance Committee and the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation, the Senate ILegislative Counsel, the experts of Treasury, as well as other advisors
to the President and the senior members of the House Committee. on Ways and Means have all contri.
buted meaningfully to the effort to find a proper answer. This is an important building block on which
we can build a proper system for controlling political campaign contributions. Moreover, It is the first
answer to this problem of financing political campaigns for which it hns been possible to obtain majority support from C(ongress. This in itsl[. is an important achievement in such a controversial field
as this.
Let me conclude my comments, on the presidential political campaign financing by saying that I
consider this one of the most important and constructive pieces of legislation passed by Congress thiw
year. I believe time will show that what I have said is true.

APPENDIX
TEXT-PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAMP ,IGN FUND ACT
(Tit). 11 of Public Law 89-M41)
Se. 301. SHORT TITLE.

This title may be cited as the "Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act of 196M."
Smc. 302. .10iI'OfltlY FORt DESIGNATION OF $I OF INCOMIE• TAX PI'AYMINTS TO PIRlIDENTIAL
SELECTION CAMPA.IIGN FUND.

(a) Subchapter A of chapter 61 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to returns and
records) is anmended by adding at the end thereof the following new part:
"P'art VllI-I-kignaution of Income Tax Payments to Preblenmtial Klection Campaglpn FmI
"Sac. 6096. Designation by individuals.
-S4&c. 6096. I)DESIGNATION BYt INI)I[II)I.o IS.
"(a) IN GENOLAL.-Every individual (other than a nonresident alien) whose income tax liability
for any taxable year is $1 or more may designate that $1 shall be paid into the Presidential Election Campaign Fund established by section 303 of the Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act of 1966.
"(b) !NcoME TAX LiABIrLIY.-For purposes of subsection (a), the income tax liability of an Individual for any taxable year is the amount of the tax imposed by chapter 1 on such Individual for such
taxable year (as shown on his return), reduced by the sum of the credits (as shown in his return)
allowable under sections 32 (2), 33, 35, 37, and 88.
"(c) MANNER AND Tims or D8IGNATION.-A designation under subsection (a) may be made with
respect to any taxable year, in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe by
regulations-"(1) at the time of filing the return of the tax imposed by chapter I for such taxable year, or
"(2) at any other time after the time of filing the return of the tax imposed by chapter I for
such taxable year) specified in regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate."
(b) The table of parts for subchapter A of chapter 61 of such Code is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new item:
"Part VIII. Designation of income tax payments to Presidential Election Campaign Fund."
(c) The amendments made by this section shall apply with respect to income tax liability for
taxable years beginning after December 81, 1966.
Sec. 303. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN FUND.
(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-There is hereby established on the books of the Treasury of the United
States a special fund to be known as Lhe "Presidential Election Campaign Fund" (hereafter in this
section referred to as the "Fund"). The Fund shall consist of amounts transferred to it as provided
so

this section.

(b) TRANSFERS TO THIE FUND.-'ik$P Secretary of the Treasury shall, from time to time, transfer

to the Fund an amount equal to the sum of the amounts designated by individuals under section 6096
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 for payment into the Fund.
(c) PAYMENTs FROM FUND.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary of the Treasury shall, with respect to each presidential cam-

paign, pay out of the Fund, as authorized by appropriation Acts, into the treasury of each political

party which has complied with the provisions of paragraph (3) an amount (subject to the limitation
paragraph (3) (B)) determined under paragraph (2).
(2) DErERMINATION OF AMOUNTS.-

(A) Each political party whose candidate for President at the preceding presidential
election received 15,000,000 or more popular votes as the candidate of such political party
shall be entitled to payments under paragraph (1) with respect to a presidential campaign
equal to the excess over $5,000,000 of-

(1) $1 multiplied by the total number of popular votes cast In the preceding presi.
dential election for candidates of political parties whose candidates received 15,000,000
or more popular votes as the candidates of such political parties, divided by
(ii) the number of political parties whose candidates in the preceding presidential
election received 15,000,000 or more popular votes as the candidates of such political
parties.
(B) Each political party whose candidate for President at the preceding presidential
election received more than 5,000,000, but less than 15,000,000, popular votes as the candidate
of such political party shall b6 entitled to payments under paragraph (1) with respect to a

ldkmti campaign equal to $1 multiplied by the number of popular votes in excess of
,000,000 received by such candidate as the candidate of such political party in the preceding
prlential election.
(C) Payments under paragraph (1) shall be made with respect to each presidential camp
at such times as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe by regulations, except
no payment with respect to any presidential campaign shall be made before September that
the year of the presidential election with respect to which such campaign is conducted. 1 of
at
the time so prescribed for any such payments, the moneys in the Fund are insufficient forIf the
Secretary to pay into the treasury of each political party which is entitled to a payment under
paragrph (1) the amount to which such party is entitled, the payment to all such parties at
such time shall be reduced pro rata, and the amounts not paid at such time shall be paid when
there are sufficient moneys in the Fund.
(8) LIMITATIONS.(A) No payment shall be made under paragraph (1) into the treasury of political party
with respect to any presidential campaign unless the treasurer of such party ahas
certified to
the Comptroller General the total amount spent or incurred (prior to the date of the certification) by such party in carrying on such presidential campaign, and has furnished such records
and other Information as may be requested by the Comptroller General.
(B) No payment shall be made under paragraph (1) into the treasury a political party
with respect to any presidential campaign in an amount which, when of
added
previous
payments made to such party, exceeds the amount spent or incurred by such party to
in carrying
on such presidential campaign.
(4) The Comptroller General shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the amounts payable to any political party under paragraph (1). The Comptroller General's determination
as to
the popular vote received by any candidate of any political party shall be final and not subject to
review. The Comptroller General is authorized to prescribe such rules and regulations, and to
conduct such examinations and investigations, as he determines necessary to carry out his duties
and functions under this subsection.
(5) DEINITIONS.-For purposes of this subsection(A). The term "political party" means any political party which presents a candidate for
election to the office of President of the United States.
(B) The term "presidential campaign" means the political campaign held every fourth
year for the election of presidential and vice presidential electors.
(C) The term "presidential election" means the election of presidential electors.
(d) TRANSFnS TO GENERAL FUND.-If, after any presidential campaign and after all political
parties which are entitled to payments under subsection (c) with respect to such presidential campaign
have been paid the amounts to which they are entitled under subsection (c), there are
moneys remaining
in the Fund, the Secretary of the Treasury shall transfer the moneys so remaining to the general fund
of the Treasury.
Se 304. ESTABLISHMENT OF ADVISORY BOARD.
(a) There is hereby established an advisory board to be known as the Presidential Election Campaign Fund Advisory Board (hereafter in this section referred to as the "Board"). It shall
the duty
a& function of the Board to counsel and assist the Comptroller General in the performance ofbethe
duties
imposed on him under section 303 of this Act.
(b) The Board shall be composed of two members representing each political
whose candidate
for Prsident at the last presidential election received 15,000,000 or more popular party
votes as the candidate

of such political party, which members shall be appointed by the Comptroller General from recommenda-

tions submitted by each such political party, and of three additional members selected by the members so
appointed by the Comptroller General. The term of the first members of the Board shall expire on the
60th dAy after the date of the first presidential election following the date of the enactment of this Act
and the term of subsequent members of the Board shall begin on the 61st day after the date of a presidential election and expire on the 60th day following the date of the subsequent presidential
election.
The Board shall select a Chairman from among its members.
(c) Members of the Board shall receive compensation at the rate of $76 a day for each day they
are engaged in performing duties and functions as such members, including travel time,
and, while
away from their homes or regular places of business, shall be allowed travel expenses, including
per
ienm in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by law for persons in the Government service employed
intermittently.
(d) Service by an individual as a member of the Board shall not, for purposes of any other law of
the United

States, be considered as service as an officer or employee of the United States.

Sec. 305. APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED.
There are authorized to be appropriated, out of the Presidential Election Campaign
such
sums as may be necessary to enable the Secretary of the Treasury to make payments under Fund,
section 303

of this Act.
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